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How Assessment Lost the
Battle with Faculty Buy‐in
But can win the War!

We forgot the purpose of Assessment –
Improving Student Learning
• Is linked to decision making about the curriculum – Paloma & Banta
• Measures real‐life gaps in desired skills & performance – Swing, et.
al.
• Leads to reflection and action by faculty – Paloma & Banta
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A Philosophical Debate
• Proving Student Learning

• Improving Student Learning

• Focus is on an external audience
• Often faculty have little influence
in the process
• Results can be difficult to tie to the
actual teaching that occurs in the
classroom
• Purpose is to satisfy accountability
requirements from state,
accrediting bodies, stakeholders,
etc.

• Focus is on the program and the
discipline
• Faculty drive the assessment and
the interpretation of results
• Results are based on what
happens in the classroom
• Purpose is to improve student’s
learning in the classroom/
program/discipline

Faculty Disenchantment
• Assessment just adds to my workload
• It’s all about accreditation
• Nothing good has ever come out of assessment
• Assessment is just an administrative function
• Institutional Research at our campus does assessment
• We get all ramped up on assessment before an accreditation site visit
and then it goes dormant until the next time
• Assessment is just another unfunded mandate
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Assessment ‐ start at 50,000 foot level
• Start with the culture because faculty must be comfortable with the
assessment culture before they feel comfortable with assessment
• Determine the role assessment will play in college processes – and
what it WON’T be used for – it is appropriate for:
• Improving Student Learning
• Program Review/Evaluation
• Budgeting
• NOT faculty evaluation

Assessment Culture Matters
• Value campus culture & history
• Respect and empower people
• Value assessment by providing appropriate resources and
infrastructure
• Value innovation & risk taking to improve teaching (even if it fails)
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Value Innovation

“I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work.”
― Thomas A. Edison

Data Paralysis ‐ We’re collecting data but…
• Institutions and faculty have been collecting
data for decades– but frequently faculty view
data collection as the primary process
• Refocus the discussion and the processes on:
•
•
•
•

What should students learn?
How well are they learning it?
What evidence do you have?
What are you doing with the evidence?
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Data Collection – who makes sense of the data?
• Faculty must “own” the data
• Excel is an easily accessible tool available to 99% of all faculty
• Offer data management workshops
• Keep it basic
• Focus on student learning (versus report writing)
• Ask faculty to determine what difference did the change make? Was there a
difference in performance?
• Make sure appropriate time has elapsed for changes to be in effect
• Make sure the measurement is parallel to the previous assessment

From Data Collection to Curricular Change
• Follow the data trail…
• Data leads to students not understanding a concept
• What is the benchmark of performance?
• Curriculum mapping – where does the concept occur?
• How is the concept taught? (pedagogy)
• Where is the concept reinforced? (Scaffolding)
• What changes can be made to the curriculum to help students
understand and apply the concept?
• How will the program measure this curricular change to see if it is
successful?
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Make Realistic Plans to Avoid Pitfalls
• Effective assessment takes time to plan, implement, and sustain
• Don’t expect instant results – reliable data takes time to gather
• Make sure to engage administration
• Recognizing faculty efforts
• Attending faculty functions
• Providing appropriate resources
• Considering policy implications

Strategies that worked for us
• We carved out time and resources for
• Defined terms and provided
faculty:
glossaries
• World Café
• Assessment Council sent a
• Mini‐grants/Fast Trac Grants
consistent message
• Professional Development Sessions
• The Assessment Office branded
• Faculty Assessment Award
its materials with a common
• Website/Blog Site/
look
Printed Materials
• We put materials in multiple
• We come to the
modalities
faculty
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Strategies need to mature over time
• Early Initiatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brown Bag Brownie Breaks
Monthly Newsletters
Faculty Profiles
World Café
Basic Training Sessions in PDD
Mini‐grants (small awards ‐ $250)
Division Meeting Presentations
LENs Presentation
Adjunct Faculty Certification

• What is working now
• World Café (may be winding
down)
• Blog Site/ Quarterly Newsletter
• Larger Mini‐grants ($750‐1,000)
• Assessment by Design Workshops
• Training to Discipline Needs
• Online Workshops
• Partnering with Faculty
Development

Examples from the Trenches
• Transfer programs – focus on
helping faculty feel ownership
•
•
•
•

English
Sociology
History
Theatre

• CTE programs – focus on the
fundamentals of assessment
•
•
•
•

Industrial Technology
Interior Design
Computer Science
Nursing
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• Questions/Discussions

• Sheri H Barrett, sbarre13@jccc.edu
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